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— Errol Wild, KMSL President, Kamloops
product. Obviously not football fans. Probably support ■ We had hoped to take on the evil Empire and its
Normtroopers in this issue but alas, as explained
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up front, we didn’t have the room to do Darth, the
entire Dark Side of Kamloops, and all the opposing
forces of good, justice. The notion of a ‘recreational’ league over a ‘developmental’ league, and the
dumbing down of competition, regardless of reasons, is a serious detriment to progress on a far
larger scale. Though Wild’s vision may be limited,
his opinion is as valid as that of the clamped
Kamloops City club and the progressive PCSL.

A little cut and paste

Introducing our latest spokeman...

Even thee of great english writing stock and
parsing doth make the odd mistake. May the
wet noodles lash you in unforgiven places.

Thanks very much and keep up the good work
on the WFP. I love it and can’t wait for the next
one.

— Len McAdams, PCSL President
■ Issue 55’s sponsored PCSL page featured an arti-

— Paul Johnson, North Vancouver, BC
■ Hereby excersising our right to end this section

cle by Richard Howes on Penticton Pinnacles 50th

with fluff, bubbles, pomp and ceremony.
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Steve: At peace
— Steve Weir
with his angst
PM u9 Wildcats Coach, BC
■ Just for a laugh, next time you find one at
7–Eleven, take it to the counter and ask the clerk,
“Do you carry this!?” Be patient as the clerk first
attempts to pronounce the title, then shakes the
head in tortured fashion disclaiming non-compliance. Walk out with the copy! Please record your
results and send us a monthly bar chart.

RTESSE teams currently competing at the Dana Cup and Gotha Cup

